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Commons Interests


Goal of most law journal articles is to publish
interesting, useful, and high-impact scholarly
works.



This benefits both authors and journals by
increasing prestige and influence.
Income from subscriptions, database
aggregators, and reprint fees virtually always go
to journal. Authors benefit financially through
career advancement.

Why Worry About Copyright?








Copyright gives authors certain rights on their
original works: reproduction, distribution, display,
performance and derivative works.
Law journals want to reproduce and distribute
authors’ articles, and perhaps make derivative
works (e.g., translations, repackaging in books).
Non-exclusive licenses can be implied, but
exclusive licenses or transfers of copyright must
be in writing.
So, virtually all journals ask authors to sign
publication agreements.

What’s the Problem?




When author and journal partner to publish an
article, decisions need to be made about how to
achieve the common goals and balance conflicting
goals.
Copyright lasts a REALLY long time – life of
longest-living author + 70 years OR 95 years after
publication (if work for hire) – so you need to
think both about short-term needs while avoiding
problems in the future.

Basic Principles--AALS

Basic Principles--AALS








No articles should be works for hire.
No competing publications for the first one or
two years.
Flexibility for unforeseen media and publication
forums.
Purpose of law journals is educational, so articles
should be freely available for classroom and other
educational uses.

http://www.aals.org/deansmemos/98-24.html

Basic Principles—Creative Commons

Basic Principles—Creative Commons









Journals should ask for no more than a temporary,
exclusive license for commercial purposes.
Authors should be able to license works under
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial.
First publication should always be attributed.
Journals should provide authors with final PDFs.
Journals should post agreement forms online.

http://sciencecommons.org/projects/publishing/
oalaw/oalawpublication/

Basic Principles--Ben






There is no legal need for a journal to own
copyright over the articles it publishes.
Author should keep copyright, just in case new
rights are created.
Both author and journal should have maximum
flexibility rights over articles while respecting
author’s moral rights and journal’s need for a
sustainable business model.
Everyone should be properly credited.

Some Things are Easy…


Virtually all copyright agreements I’ve seen…






Require that the grant (transfer, exclusive license,
nonexclusive license) be perpetual and irrevocable
— but see 17 U.S.C. § 203.
Cover both print and digital media.
Ask the author to warrant that the article doesn’t
do things that are likely to get someone sued.
Require attribution of the author and journal in any
subsequent publications.

But What Questions are Hard?


What type of license supports the journal’s
sustainable business model?




How will version control be handled?




Is an exclusive period needed to protect subscriptions,
database royalties, or reprint fees? How long? For what
uses? These circumstances will vary by journal. And may
involve $$$.
Can the author post drafts? The published version? Both?
Neither?

How open are you to negotiation?


Some authors will ask for amendments or addenda. Are any
provisions so important that a change is a deal-breaker?

But What Questions are Hard?
 What does it take for a journal to be ―open
access‖?







Two types of barriers to access
Price—making articles available online without charging
money removes this barrier—becoming more common
Permissions—Copyright can limit use of articles—lots of
degrees of openness here (Creative Commons, Open
Knowledge Definition)
Depends a lot on how the materials could/should be used:
datasets could be repurposed more than article PDFs.
As legal studies becomes more empirical, how do you want
to handle data?

Key Language


Copyright transfer






You grant and assign exclusively…any and all rights of
whatsoever kind or nature now or hereafter protected by
the Copyright laws of the United States and all foreign countries in
all languages in and to your article…

Exclusive License
 You hereby grant the Law Review the perpetual, royalty-free
right to publish…The right provided shall be exclusive for a
period starting from the date of this contract and ending one
year after the date of actual publication…
Non-exclusive License


The Author hereby licenses to the Journal the irrevocable,
nonexclusive, and royalty-free rights…

Norms






Some journals ask for copyright transfer, but it is the least
popular option. Temporary exclusive licenses are most
common, with non-exclusive licenses in the middle.
Most exclusive licenses were temporary, lasting between
three months and three years. One year was the most
common exclusive period.
The vast majority of law journals permit self-archiving by
authors, and many even prefer that the version of record
be posted.

Quick Numbers


Out of the 133 agreements I’ve examined:
 42.8% were exclusive licenses.
 40.6 were non-exclusive licenses.
 16.5% were copyright transfers.
 77.4% were non-exclusive or became so when the
exclusive period expired.
 21% were based on the AALS model, 2% on CC
 86.4% expressly allowed authors posting online
 85.7% required attribution

Could/Should We…








put agreements on journal site or central repository?
consider whether we really need copyright transfers
to perform our functions?
reexamine the length of the exclusive period?
look at what kinds of exclusivity we need?
rethink our business model in a way that is
responsible to all stakeholders?
decide what amendments we are willing to accept
from authors and what permissions we will grant?

Thank you!
Email: bjkeele@wm.edu
 Slides online at
http://www.slideshare.net/benjamin7423/copyri
ght-and-author-agreements-for-open-accesslaw-journals


